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Company Name Price Change % Change GSD Holding $0.25 $0.00 0.000% (Updated with closing prices.)NEW YORK ( TheStreet) -- Investors looked for consumers to "turn the corner," as one market observer put it Tuesday. Economic data supported a broad-based rise in stocks as Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke was renominated. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average rose 30.01 points, or 0.3%, to 9539.29, while the S&P 500 climbed 2.43 points, or 0.2%, to 1028. The Nasdaq Composite was up 6.25 points, or 0.3%, to 2024.23. Home-price data juiced housing stocks, and the broader indices got an upward jolt after the Conference Board reported that consumer confidence rose to 54.1 in August,
from 46.6 the month prior and well above expectations for 47.9. "When we're in the turning point in a recession, you want to see some confidence there so you have the sense that they'll get back to increasing spending and turn the corner," says Kurt Karl, chief U.S. economist for Swiss Re. "It's a very tough time for consumers, and you want to see
them become more confident," but in this case, factors like unemployment make that difficult, he adds. Notably, while the present situation index increased just slightly to 24.9 from 23.3 last month, the expectations index improved more significantly to 73.5, its highest level since December 2007, from 63.4 in July. "Sure we may see a little more
spending coming out of the consumers, a little more than we expected," says Hugh Johnson, chairman and chief investment officer of Johnson Illington Advisors. "But basically, consumer balance sheets are very, very leveraged, and the whole process of deleveraging those balance sheets, which really means increasing savings and reducing the level of
borrowing and spending, is probably going to be ongoing." Click below to hear what Johnson has to say on housing data, Bernanke's reappointment, and areas in which even the skeptics can invest. The better-than-expected confidence data came after the S&P/Case-Shiller home-price index showed prices were 15.44% lower than a year prior, topping
expectations for a 16.4% decline and improved from a 17.06% drop in May. Housing stocks Toll Brothers (TOL) - Get Toll Brothers Inc. Report and KB Home (KBH) - Get KB Home Report were up 2.8% and 3.1%, respectively, while Lennar (LEN) - Get Lennar Corporation Class A Report and Hovnanian (HOV) - Get Hovnanian Enterprises Inc. Class A
Report rose 2.9% and 5.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, President Obama renominated Bernanke for a second-term early Tuesday. The four-year appointment, which would start Jan. 31, requires Senate approval. "While I have had serious differences with the Federal Reserve over the past few years, I think reappointing Chairman Bernanke is probably
the right choice," said Senate Banking Committee Chairman Chistopher Dodd (D., Conn), in a statement a day earlier, adding that there will be a "thorough and comprehensive" confirmation hearing for the nomination. "I think it's the right decision because he's the guy who's been there from the beginning of this crisis, and in some sense it was very
fortuitous that we had an expert on depressions and monetary policy in place during this crisis," said Swiss Re's Karl. "A lot of what they did was very innovative; some programs didn't work so well, but some did, and ultimately, it looks like we got out of this without a more severe downturn, which was a potential for quite a while." The Obama
administration made other headlines Tuesday by raising its estimate for the government's deficit over the next decade to $9 trillion from $7.1 trillion "as a result of a deeper than expected recession." Elsewhere, Wall Street had an eye on the first leg of the U.S. government's sale of $109 billion in Treasuries this week. The Treasury sold $42 billion in
two-year notes, at a high yield of 1.119%, with a bid-to-cover ratio -- an indication of demand -- of 2.68. Longer-dated Treasuries were higher in price, lower in yield. The 10-year gained 12/32, to yield 3.43%, while the 30-year added 27/32, yielding 4.22%. Stocks overseas were mixed. In Europe, London's FTSE 100 and the DAX in Frankfurt rose 0.4%
and 0.7%, respectively. In Asia, the Nikkei in Japan fell 0.8%, and the Hang Seng in Hong Kong declined 0.5%. As for commodities, crude oil futures fell $2.32, to $72.05 a barrel, while gold added $2.30, to $946 an ounce. In other news, office supplies company Staples (SPLS) said earnings fell 38% in its fiscal second quarter on a restructuring charge
and as comparable-store sales in North America declined 5%. Shares fell 1.8%, to $21.79. Also, Yahoo! (YHOO) said it reached an agreement to buy Arab online community Maktoob.com. Shares ticked up half a percentage point, to $15.07. -- Written by Elizabeth Trotta in New York. Alliance Data Systems Corp. (ADS)NYSE:ADS Main Risk
CategoryFinance & CorporateFinancial and accounting risks. Risks related to the execution of corporate activity and strategySorry, No Data AvailableThere is no website visitor data available for this stock.---What was Alliance Data Systems’s price range in the past 12 months?Alliance Data Systems lowest stock price was $53.30 and its highest was
$128.16 in the past 12 months.What is Alliance Data Systems’s market cap?Currently, no data AvailableWhat is Alliance Data Systems’s price target?The average price target for Alliance Data Systems is $84.44. This is based on 12 Wall Streets Analysts 12-month price targets, issued in the past 3 months. The highest analyst price target is $108.00
,the lowest forecast is $67.00. The average price target represents N/A Increase from the current price of N/A.What do analysts say about Alliance Data Systems?Alliance Data Systems’s analyst rating consensus is a ‘Moderate Buy. This is based on the ratings of 12 Wall Streets Analysts.When is Alliance Data Systems’s upcoming earnings report
date?The company’s upcoming earnings report date is not yet available.How were Alliance Data Systems’s earnings last quarter?Currently, no data AvailableDoes Alliance Data Systems pay dividends?Alliance Data Systems does not currently pay dividends.What is Alliance Data Systems’s EPS estimate?Alliance Data Systems’s EPS estimate is
$15.94.How many shares outstanding does Alliance Data Systems have?Currently, no data AvailableWhat happened to Alliance Data Systems’s price movement after its last earnings report?Currently, no data AvailableWhich hedge fund is a major shareholder of Alliance Data Systems?Among the largest hedge funds holding Alliance Data Systems’s
share is Turtle Creek Asset Management Inc.. It holds Alliance Data Systems’s shares valued at 122M.---Get More with TipRanks Premium What's Included in PREMIUM?Make informed decisions based on Top Analysts' activityKnow what industry insiders are buyingGet actionable alerts from top Wall Street AnalystsFind out before anyone else which
stock is going to shoot upGet powerful stock screeners & detailed portfolio analysisOnly $29.95/MonthSubscribe NowSee Plans & Pricing The Quote Overview page gives you a snapshot view for a specific symbol. Real-time prices are provided by Cboe BZX Exchange on individual U.S. equities quote pages. During market hours, the real-time Cboe
BZX price displays and new trade updates are updated on the page (as indicated by a "flash"). Volume always reflects consolidated markets. If the symbol has pre-market or post-market trades, that information will also be reflected along with the last (closing) price from the symbol's exchange. Real-time prices are available during market hours (9:30
AM to 4:00 PM EST). Note: The Cboe BZX Exchange currently accounts for approximately 11-12% of all U.S. equity trading each day. As a result, the real-time prices displayed may have minor discrepancies when comparing the information with other sites offering real-time data, or with brokerage firms. If you require comprehensive real-time
bids/asks/quotes, we offer a no-risk trial to one of our real-time products. Summary Quoteboard The Summary Quoteboard displays snapshot quote data. When available, Bid and Ask information from the Cboe BZX Exchange is updated as new data is received. Volume is also updated but is the delayed consolidated Volume from the symbol's exchange.
Quoteboard data fields include: Day High / Low: The highest and lowest trade price for the current trading session. Open: The opening price for the current trading session is plotted on the day's High/Low histogram. Previous Close: The closing price from the previous trading session. Bid: The last bid price and bid size. Ask: The last ask price and ask
size. Volume: The total number of shares or contracts traded in the current trading session. Average Volume: The average number of shares traded over the last 20 days. Weighted Alpha: A measure of how much a stock or commodity has risen or fallen over a one-year period. Barchart takes this Alpha and weights this, assigning more weight to recent
activity, and less (0.5 factor) to activity at the beginning of the period. Thus, Weighted Alpha is a measure of one-year growth with an emphasis on the most recent price activity. Chart Snapshot A thumbnail of a daily chart is provided, with a link to open and customize a full-sized chart.Barchart Technical Opinion The Barchart Technical Opinion
widget shows you today's overally Barchart Opinion with general information on how to interpret the short and longer term signals. Unique to Barchart.com, Opinions analyzes a stock or commodity using 13 popular analytics in short-, medium- and long-term periods. Results are interpreted as buy, sell or hold signals, each with numeric ratings and
summarized with an overall percentage buy or sell rating. After each calculation the program assigns a Buy, Sell, or Hold value with the study, depending on where the price lies in reference to the common interpretation of the study. For example, a price above its moving average is generally considered an upward trend or a buy. A symbol will be
given one of the following overall ratings: Strong Buy (greater than "66% Buy") Buy (greater than or equal to "33% Buy" and less than or equal to "66% Buy") Weak Buy ("0% Buy" through "33% Buy") Hold Strong Sell (greater than "66% Sell") Sell (greater than or equal to "33% Sell" and less than or equal to "66% Sell") Weak Sell ("0% Sell" through
"33% Sell") The current reading of the 14-Day Stochastic indicator is also factored into the interpretation. The following information will appear when the following conditions are met: If the 14-Day Stochastic %K is greater than 90 and the Overall Opinion is a Buy, the following displays: "The market is in highly overbought territory. Beware of a trend
reversal." If the 14-Day Stochastic %K is greater than 80 and the Overall Opinion is a Buy, the following displays: "The market is approaching overbought territory. Be watchful of a trend reversal." If the 14-Day Stochastic %K is less than 10 and the Overall Opinion is a Sell, the following displays: "The market is in highly oversold territory. Beware of a
trend reversal." If the 14-Day Stochastic %K is less than 20 and the Overall Opinion is a Sell, the following displays: "The market is approaching oversold territory. Be watchful of a trend reversal." Business Summary Provides a general description of the business conducted by this company. Price Performance This section shows the Highs and Lows
over the past 1, 3 and 12-Month periods. Click the "See More" link to see the full Performance Report page with expanded historical information.Fundamentals For US and Canadian Stocks, the Overview page includes key statistics on the stock's fundamentals, with a link to see more. Market Cap: capitalization or market value of a stock is simply the
market value of all outstanding shares. It is computed by multiplying the market price by the number of outstanding shares. For example, a publicly held company with 10 million shares outstanding that trade at $10 each would have a market capitalization of $100 million. Shares Outstanding: Common shares outstanding as reported by the company
on the 10-Q or 10-K. Annual Sales: The annual sales, expressed in millions of dollars. Annual Income: The annual net income, expressed in millions of dollars. 60-Month Beta: Coefficient that measures the volatility of a stock's returns relative to the market (S&P 500). It is based on a 60-month historical regression of the return on the stock onto the
return on the S&P 500. Price/Sales: Latest closing price divided by the last 12 months of revenue/sales per share. Price/Cash Flow: Latest closing price divided by the last 12 months revenue/cash flow per share. Price/Book: A financial ratio used to compare a company's current market price to its book value. Price/Earnings: Latest closing price
divided by the earnings-per-share based on the trailing 12 months. Companies with negative earnings receive an "NE." Earnings Per Share: The trailing 12 months EPS from total operations is the bottom line income after all expenses, divided by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding. For example, if a company has $10 million
in net income and 10 million in outstanding shares, then its EPS is $1. Most Recent Earnings: The amount of latest Earnings Per Share (EPS) paid out to shareholders and the date paid. Most Recent Earnings figures are based on Non-GAAP income from continuing operations. Next Earnings Date: The next reported earnings date. Annual Dividend &
Yield: The indicated annual dividend rate and yield, calculated from the latest dividend. The dividend rate is the portion of a company's profit paid to shareholders, quoted as the dollar amount each share receives (dividends per share). Yield is the amount of dividends paid per share, divided by the closing price. Most Recent Dividend: The most recent
dividend paid and the most recent dividend date. Sectors: Links to the Industry Groups and/or SIC codes in which the stock is found. Options Overview Highlights important summary options statistics to provide a forward looking indication of investors' sentiment. Implied Volatility: The average implied volatility (IV) of the nearest monthly options
contract. IV is a forward looking prediction of the likelihood of price change of the underlying asset, with a higher IV signifying that the market expects significant price movement, and a lower IV signifying the market expects the underlying asset price to remain within the current trading range. 30-Day Historical Volatility: The average deviation from
the average price over the last 30 days. Historical Volatility is a measurement of how fast the underlying security has been changing in price back in time. IV Percentile: The percentage of days with IV closing below the current IV value over the prior 1-year. A high IV Percentile means the current IV is at a higher level than for most of the past year.
This would occur after a period of significant price movement, and a high IV Percentile can often predict a coming market reversal in price. IV Rank: The current IV compared to the highest and lowest values over the past 1-year. If IV Rank is 100% this means the IV is at its highest level over the past 1-year, and can signify the market is overbought.
IV High: The highest IV reading over the past 1-year and date it happened. IV Low: The lowest IV reading over the past 1-year and date it happened. Put/Call Vol Ratio: The total Put/Call volume ratio for all option contracts (across all expiration dates). A high put/call ratio can signify the market is oversold as more traders are buying puts rather than
calls, and a low put/call ratio can signify the market is overbought as more traders are buying calls rather than puts. Today's Volume: The total volume for all option contracts (across all expiration dates) traded during the current session. Volume Avg (30-Day): The average volume for all option contracts (across all expiration dates) for the last 30days. Put/Call OI Ratio: The put/call open interest ratio for all options contracts (across all expiration dates). Today's Open Interest: The total open interest for all option contracts (across all expiration dates). Open Int (30-Day): The average total open interest for all option contracts (across all expiration dates) for the last 30 days. Related Stocks For
comparison purposes, find information on other symbols contained in the same sector.Most Recent Stories View the latest top stories from the Associated Press or Canadian Press (based on your Market selection).
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